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This thesis consists of seven chapters.
 Chapter one gives an introduction along
with a brief overview of the preparation, characterization, and various properties of
SAMs on semiconducting substrates. Structure, kinetics and growth mechanism of SAM
formation have been discussed in relation to the nature of molecule, solvent,
concentration, and temperature with special emphasis on alkyltrichlorosilane SAMs on Si
substrates. This chapter also deals with the physical principles of different
characterization techniques that are extensively used for the investigations of SAMs.
Applications of these techniques to understand various aspects of formation of SAM on
Si have been summarized. The most important function to tackle the stiction problem of
MEMS by providing a suitable low energy surface coating has been discussed in more
details. In the end, the specific objectives of the present study are discussed with special
relevance on their growth kinetics, thermal stability, and change in surface energy,
surface hydrophobicity and chain length dependent electron transfer characteristics.
Finally, further scope for research in this area with few of the major existing limitations is
also discussed.

Second chapter comprises a study on the growth kinetics and thermodynamics of
alkyltrichlorosilane monolayer with special emphasis on OTS monolayer on Si. More
interestingly, the growth kinetics of monolayer formation on Si (100) by using timedependent
CA measurements has been elucidated, using Langmuir adsorption isotherm.
Further, these monolayers have been characterized by different techniques, such as CA
measurements, FTIR, XPS, and AFM.

Third chapter deals primarily with the electrochemical characterization of OTS
(C18), dodecyltrichlorosilane (C12) and octyltrichlorosilane (C8) SAMs on Si (100) in the
presence and absence of an external redox probe like ferrocene. More specifically, the
electron transfer behavior of ferrocene on Si (100) electrode is found to be drastically
affected by the presence of monolayers and the reasons for such significant variation are
analyzed in terms of the change in resistance, dielectric thickness and coverage of the
monolayer. For example, the double layer capacitance is found to decrease systematically
with increasing the chain length of the monolayer suggesting a smooth variation in the
“plane of closest approach” with the thickness of the monolayer, despite the presence of a
space charge layer on Si electrode. The rate constant of the ferrocene decreases by four
orders of magnitude on monolayer derivatized Si electrode (in comparison with that on
bare Si electrode) due to the barrier provided by various monolayers. The reasons for the
observed shift in the flat-band potential (Efb) and surface states distributions as a function
of the monolayer chain length have also been discussed. The use of SAMs, thus to
control the behavior of semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces offers several benefits to
many applications like microfluidic devices, biosensors, surface engineering and surface
model systems, contact printing in materials microfabrication, inhibition of corrosion and
oxidation, lubrication and protein adsorption.
Understanding the structural and functional integrity of SAMs of
alkyltrichlorosilane on Si/SiO2 interface with change in temperature is critical for
realizing their utility as anti-stiction coatings during the fabrication and functioning of
MEMS. 
In the fourth chapter, we compare the thermal stability of two dimensional (2D)
OTS monolayers on both n-type Si substrate (planar surface) and silica spheres (curved
surface). Various surface sensitive spectroscopic techniques like grazing angle FTIR
spectroscopy and XPS have been used for surface characterization. Interestingly, a
significant enhancement in the thermal stability is observed for the case of OTS-SAM (up
to 625 K) on freshly prepared spherical silica surfaces in comparison with the stability of
OTS-SAM on planar Si substrate. Despite this difference in thermal stability, the results
of temperature dependent FTIR demonstrate monolayer decomposition in both cases
through the involvement of both Si-C and C-C bonds leaving Si-O-Si bond intact. These
results are useful to understand the mechanism by which SAM enhances the interfacial
adhesion as well as the inhibition of Cu diffusion (electro-migration) into adjacent
dielectric layers, which obviously improves the interconnect reliability in nanoscale
electronic devices.
Various strategies to develop artificial superhydrophobic surfaces (analogous to
lotus leaf) have attracted significant attention in recent time due to its fundamental
relevance of molecular level manipulation of surface energy and consequent implications
in commercial applications ranging from self-cleaning window glasses, paints, and
fabrics to low-friction surfaces. Nature exhibits the phenomena of superhydrophobicity in
‘lotus leaf effect’ to harness the ‘roll-off’ action for self-cleaning of leaves. Several recent
studies of lotus leaf reveal that its waxy surface is made up of many micron-sized bumps
that in turn are covered with nanoscale hair-like tubules responsible for the ‘roll-off’
action of water. Since SAMs can act like nanoscale hair like structure both structurally
and functionally, we show
In chapter five, the utility of this approach to design an
artificial superhydrophobic surface. More specifically, we show that the extent of the
hydrophobicity of the silica nanoparticle (~ 100 nm) film can be tuned remarkably by
surface functionalization using different self-assembled mono/multilayers of
alkyltrichlorosilane. More specifically, the hydrophobicity of the silica surface is
enhanced by a chemical modification that lowers the surface energy i.e., through the
well-known method of surface silanization. Surface roughness is engineered through
silanization facilitating a change in both the surface chemical composition and the
geometrical microstructure to generate hierarchical structures where the CA can be
anywhere between 60o to 168o. Our results indicate that these types of superhydrophobic
surfaces obtained by forming mixed mono/multilayer on the silica surface could be useful
for many potential applications due to the low surface energy with enhanced thermal
stability and tunable CA.
In chapter six, we present some selected applications of SAMs. In the first part
of this chapter (6A) we demonstrate the role of OTS monolayer for controlling the
etching rate and morphology of the Si substrate after various pretreatments, such as HF
(A), piranha (B) and OTS (C) monolayer formation. These treatments generate a,
hydrogen (-H), hydroxyl (-OH) and methyl (-CH3) terminal functional groups
respectively on the Si substrates, which assists the kinetics of silicon dissolution along
with modulating the surface morphology.
In the second part of this chapter (6B), an improved process for wafer bonding at
a low temperature (less than 80 oC) by making a molecular (polymeric) glue using self
assembled mono/multilayers of acrylate/methacrylate alkoxysilyl monomer has been
demonstrated, which could be used as a molecular glue for bonding silicon-silicon,
silicon-glass, and glass-glass interfaces. This is mainly possible by the polymerization of
terminal vinyl unsaturation of mono/multilayers on SAMs using thermal/photosensitive
initiator. This type of glue will be very useful for the integration of microstructures and
microelectronics involved in MEMS and Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) packaging
processes particularly under harsh thermal environment.
A summary of all the major conclusions of the present study with respect to the
preparation, characterization and various properties of SAM on Si substrate is discussed

In chapter seven with possible scope for further research in this area. The chapter also
outlines some of the limitations of these materials along with possible methods to
overcome them. In addition, plausible precautions and safety hazards during the
preparation and processing of SAM have been elucidated.
Our experimental studies clearly show that, these SAMs can effectively be used in
MEMS/ NEMS fabrication as well as in devices due to its good thermal and chemical
stability, low surface energy and adhesion, tunable hydrophobic nature, and insulating
properties. In addition, these SAMs would be of interest in molecular electronics ranging
from biosensors to optoelectronic devices. Undoubtedly, these SAMs on Si/SiO2 interface
have a bright and long term future in both fundamental and technological interests due to
its interdisciplinary nature involving areas like chemistry, physics, biology, chemical
engineering, and material science. Self-assembly as an exciting and attractive
methodology found many unique applications in nanotechnology due to its flexibility and
ease of selection of different types of functional groups covering a wide length scale.
Similarly, SAMs of bifunctional molecules on polycrystalline substrates can be
effectively used to carry out specific reactions between pendent functionalities and
solution or gaseous species to produce new hybrid materials for various applications such
as biosensors, surface engineering in model systems, contact printing in materials
microfabrication, inhibition of corrosion and oxidation, lubrication and protein adsorption
in micro-fluidic devices. Thus the results of present study are believed to be useful in all
these areas of nanotechnology for understanding the fundamental advantages of using
SAMs due to their tunable properties.

